Freestanding Staircase Construction

Nuova Step System

Conditions and respect construction. It is approved the design, confirm she concrete mix, and ensure all materials are received by the contractor and need to be reviewed by a registered professional to ensure compliance. Non-specific details are left for non-specific details. The steps to be glued together using landscape adhesive.

Use additional step below grade to prevent staircase movement. All steps to be glued together using landscape adhesive.

Min 150mm (6.0"")

Compacted Granular Fill

Min 150mm (6.0"")

Min 150mm (6.0"")

Min 150mm (6.0"")

Step tread to be consistent, acceptable range is 280 to 355mm. Each tread is.

Finish Grade [5.91""]

Min 150mm (6.0"")

Min 150mm (6.0"")